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PROJECT UPDATE
Master Plan Update 
Ohio River Valley Northeast (ORVNE) Segment of the Louisville Loop
MAY 2017

Louisville Loop Background
The Louisville Loop will be a 100+ mile shared-use path encircling Louisville, linking parks and 
neighborhoods to civic, business, retail and recreational attractions. The Loop addresses both 
recreational and mobility needs of the community.  The path promotes health and fitness by providing 
safe and accessible opportunities for walking, running, cycling and, in some areas, horseback riding. 
The Loop also celebrates many of Louisville’s most historic, scenic, natural and cultural resources as 
it winds throughout the community.

The vision for the Loop emerged in 1993 when more than 600 people worked together on the 
community’s comprehensive land use plan called Cornerstone 2020 under then County Judge-
Executive David Armstrong. The plan laid out goals and policies  to help guide Louisville’s growth 
and encourage livable, connected, compatible  neighborhoods, marketplaces and workplaces. The 
Loop is an integral part of that community vision and the plan was formally adopted by the legislative 
bodies in Louisville and Jefferson County in 2000.

In 2003, Mayor Jerry Abramson, as the first mayor of the merged city and county governments, also 
recognized the Loop as an important part of the city’s livability strategy in his City of Parks initiative. 
In 2011, it was carried forward by Mayor Greg Fischer in Vision Louisville, the community’s 25-year 
plan. 

In 2013, the Louisville Loop Master Plan was adopted by the Planning Commission and Metro Council. 
The plan incorporated eleven separate planning efforts for various sections of the Loop and  was 
based on an extensive community engagement process over the course of several years. 

Status of the Louisville Loop
As of 2016, 48.85 miles of the Loop have been completed, and 24 miles are currently under design.  
One of the most challenging, and most important, sections of the Loop is the Ohio River Valley 
Northeast (ORVNE) segment from the Big Four Bridge in downtown Louisville to the City of Prospect 

Background of the ORVNE Master Plan
The Ohio River Valley Northeast (ORVNE) project is a planning study for the 7-10 mile connection 
(depending on the final alignment) that is the last remaining section of the Loop to be planned. 



Community-based master plans are in place for all but this section of the Loop 
(Big Four Bridge to Prospect). Like all of the plans for other sections of the 
Loop, this master plan seeks to establish a route for the shared-use path that 
will accommodate all non-motorized users - pedestrians, joggers, recreational 
bicyclists, and those who commute to work by bike -  and all experience levels, 
ages and abilities. 

The ORVNE study started in 2014 and included three public meetings (with 
another one scheduled in May 2017), five focus group meetings and numerous 
individual stakeholder group meetings. Several other community engagement 
methods were employed including a public survey, on-line review and input, 
social media, and “homework” assignments for meeting participants. 

The study was funded with federal Surface Transportation Program and local 
funds.  Metro Parks was the agency lead and AECOM/TSW was the lead consultant. 
The planning process evaluated route options based upon width of right of way, 
connectivity, character/experience, constructability, safety, environmental/
historic site impacts, community input, and policy support.  The study has weighed 
these issues within the overall design principles of the Louisville Loop.

Ultimately, the project team determined that an alternative along River Road is 
the most viable route.  This alternative meets the purpose and need of connecting 
the Big Four Bridge and City of Prospect and has strong public support, although 
some adjacent property owners have expressed concerns.

The study initially considered over 20 potential routes.  With the help of extensive 
public input and a robust engineering analysis, the project team narrowed the 
alternatives down to three routes that best met all of the criteria.  These three 
routes were presented at the second public meeting and discussed extensively 
with focus groups and stakeholders:
 
•	 Route A - River Road/Interurban corridor – this is the recommended route 

based on the evaluation criteria and feedback received during the focus group 
and public meetings, however, the former interurban railroad portion of the 
preferred route was eliminated and the recommended route now follows  
River Road rather than using the Interurban corridor. When investigating the 
old Interurban Rail Corridor, the project team confirmed  that this former 
right-of–way has reverted back to adjacent property owners and does not 
provide the “easy/clean” corridor that many had assumed. Some, although 
not all, property owners who now own parts of the Interurban corridor 
expressed concerns about privacy and impacts to current uses on their 
property and prefer that the Loop be located elsewhere.  Route A is the least 
costly of the three alternatives, the least difficult to construct, provides the 
most safety benefits and had the most public support.

•	 Route B – Interstate-71 corridor and Brownsboro Road – had significant 
challenges with constructability, costs, and safety and had minimal public 
support.   
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•	 Route C- Zorn Avenue and Brownsboro Road – has significant issues with 
constructability, costs, and safety, and is three miles longer than Route A, 
but does provide connectivity to neighborhoods and had a lot of public 
support. The project team recommends improved bike and pedestrian 
facilities along Zorn to improve connectivity from more neighborhoods to 
the Loop. Likewise, better bike and pedestrian facilities along Brownsboro 
should be considered as that road is slated for other improvements.

Indiana Route Discussion 
Although not developed as a full alternative, the project team investigated the 
potential for a shared use path along Utica Pike on the Indiana side of the 
river.  This alternative is not viable at this time as a Louisville Loop route for the 
following reasons:

• Neither the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) nor the City of 
Jeffersonville have plans for a shared use path or any pedestrian facilities 
along Utica Pike.  The 2013 City of Jeffersonville Bike and Ped Plan does 
show a bike facility (cycle track and sharrows) along Utica Pike but includes 
no plans to accommodate pedestrians.  

• Neither INDOT nor the City of Jeffersonville have funds programmed for 
any planning or improvements for bicycles or pedestrians along Utica Pike 
as of the date of this plan.  

• This route would require an additional three miles more than the 
River Road alternative which would represent additional capital and 
maintenance costs.  

• Although the project team feels a shared use path connection on the 
Indiana side would be a valuable connector (secondary element) for the 
Loop network, it is not viable as a primary element of the Loop.

Concerned	Citizens	for	a	Safer	River	Road
A bicycling enthusiast group is leading an effort to raise funds to add shoulders 
to River Road to allow safer on-road cycling from Zorn Avenue to the East 
End Bridge. This project will improve safety for on-road cyclists. Although it is 
compatible with the Louisville Loop and its goal of providing safe facilities for 
all levels of cyclists, it does not meet the Loop’s primary goal of providing off-
road facilities to accommodate pedestrians, casual bicyclists and a wide range 
of ages and abilities. 

Connection	between	Lewis	&	Clark	Bridge	and	City	of	Prospect 
On May 26, 2015 Louisville Metro Parks and the City of Prospect co-hosted a 
public meeting intended for the residents of Prospect (but open to all) about 
the Louisville Loop/ORVNE project). The meeting discussion focused primarily 
on the bicycle and pedestrian connection from the Lewis & Clark Bridge to 
Prospect. Residents identified three different routes, all consistent with 
alternatives developed by the planning team during the earlier stages of this 
project. All routes start at the Lewis & Clark Bridge on the Kentucky side of the 
river and connect with the shared use path that is being constructed on the 
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new Lewis & Clark Bridge.  The routes all terminate in the City of Prospect in 
the vicinity of the River Road and US 42 intersection. There is a recommended 
route, but all three alternatives will be further analyzed in the Design Phase of 
this segment and a final route chosen at that time.

Currently, Metro Parks is working on the preliminary design phase of the 
ORVNE/ Louisville Loop that will connect the Lewis & Clark Bridge to Prospect. 
Design for this section of the Loop is programmed with federal Surface 
Transportation Program funds for FY 2020. There are no funds currently 
programmed for the construction phase, but some potential construction 
funds have been identified.  

The construction of this segment is not scheduled but is projected for 2018. 

Status of ORVNE Master Plan
Metro Parks is currently finalizing this master plan report and expects that it 
will be released for public review. A final public meeting to present the findings 
of the study will be held in late spring 2017.  As with all newly constructed 
and renovated parts of the Loop, the adopted Louisville Loop design standards 
would need to be applied to the ORVNE segment of the Loop.  All future phases 
of this project will include early and consistent involvement and participation 
of the public, including each adjacent property owner.  

Maintenance Issues
The ORVNE project will not move beyond the Conceptual Design Phase 
until a Maintenance/Operations Plan has been developed.  Louisville Metro 
Government commits to making this plan part of the NEPA document that will 
be approved by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and the Federal Highway 
Administration.  This approval will be needed before the project moves into 
the Final Design phase.
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The Louisville Loop is a planned, approximately 100-mile shared-use path that will 
circle Louisville and connect many neighborhoods, parks, schools, and  historic and 
cultural sites.  To date, 39 miles have been built along the Riverwalk, on the levee 
in southwest Louisville, along Floyds Fork and portions across southern Louisville.  
Design and/or construction are underway for another 45.3 miles of the Loop.  The 
Loop route has been planned on all segments of the Loop except the  connection 
between  Prospect and the Big Four Bridge in downtown Louisville.

What is the Ohio River Valley Northeast Loop project?

Why is this section of the Loop so important?

Several past studies have identified potential Loop routes between Prospect and 
the Big Four Bridge, but currently no final route has been identified for this portion 
of the Loop.  Working with residents and community stakeholders, this study 
will identify and plan the best route between these two points. The study area 
boundaries are Brownsboro Road, the Ohio River, the Big Four Bridge and Prospect. 

First, it completes the approximately 100-mile route that begins at the Big Four 
Bridge and works its way counterclockwise around the city.  The planned route for 
the system currently terminates at Prospect.  This planning process will identify the 
final remaining gap between Prospect and the Big Four Bridge in the plan.  Another 
important aspect of the Loop is its potential to identify, preserve and connect 
scenic, natural and cultural resources within the corridor. This area of Louisville is 
rich in historic, archaeological, scenic, and natural features.  One of the goals of 
the Loop is to “tell the story” of each area where the path is built and help protect 
those important sites and the value that they bring to our community.
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Hasn’t this been studied before?
Yes…and no.  Previous plans, some dating back to the 1930s, recommended 
that parks and open spaces be preserved along River Road as a scenic gateway 
to Louisville for travelers coming from the north. More recent plans such as the 
Ohio River Corridor Master Plan (1996) and the River Road Scenic Byway Corridor 
Management Plan (2008) have  recommended strategies for protecting the beauty 
and safety of those corridors and neighborhoods. Some of those studies included 
a recreational path in the river corridor. No final routes for the path have  ever been 
established or adopted.  This study will examine those previous studies as part of 
the planning process and broadens the study area to include Brownsboro Road.



about the project. notes
Is this plan about bicycles?

How can I stay up to date with the project?
A project website has been developed which will include project materials, 
information, and feedback opportunities.  The web address is www.
linkingtheloop.wordpress.com.  Project updates will be posted regularly on the 
Louisville Loop Facebook Page.  There will also be a number of public meetings, 
focus group meetings, and individual stakeholder meetings.  To request a meeting 
or to request to be included on one of the project’s focus groups, send an email to: 
LinkingtheLoop@tswdesigngroup.com.

Yes, partly,…but bicycles are just one type of trail use on  the Louisville Loop.  We 
are committed to finding and providing the safest, most aesthetically pleasing 
way to allow all users – pedestrians and cyclists to use the Loop in the study area. 
We will consider all ideas and options for off-road and on-road bike facilities. We 
will explore the recreation and transportation needs and concerns of residents, 
commuters and others who use the roads in the study area whether on foot, on a 
bike or in a motor vehicle. 

What is the timeline for this planning study?
It is anticipated that this study will conclude in 2015.

What is the project study area in context to the Loop?

The graphic below highlights the overall Louisville Loop system and the project 
study area for the Ohio River Valley Northeast Loop Segment (in yellow).

For more information:

Milana Boz- Project Manager 
Louisville Metro Parks
P.O. Box 37280
Louisville, KY 40233-7280
(502) 456-8141
Milana.Boz@louisvilleky.gov 
www.LinkingtheLoop.wordpress.com

LINKING    LOOP: Ohio River Valley Northeast Loop Segmentth
e

Project Study Area
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Public Engagement and Input
Appendix C: 
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FOCUS GROUP

JOIN THE DISCUSSION!
From East End Bridge to 

City of Prospect

The City of Prospect, with Louisville Metro 
Parks & Recreation, will be hosting a public 
meeting for a project to consider possible 
routes to connect the City of Prospect and East 
End Bridge with a pedestrian/bicycle path. 
Once the path from Prospect reaches the East 
End bridge it will connect to a 15 foot wide 
pedestrian/ bicycle path on the bridge that 
will be separated from the traffic lanes. The 
meeting will be Tuesday, May 26 from 6:30-
8:00 pm at Prospect City Hall, 9200 US Highway 
42, Prospect, KY 40059. The meeting will be 
an open house format with a brief overview 
of the project. Residents are invited to view 
exhibits about the project and provide input 
on potential routes that would connect the 
City of Prospect and East End Bridge. Metro 
Louisville Parks is working on securing 
funding for this project
 

TUESDAY, MAY 26, 2015

EVENING SESSION: 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Prospect City Hall
9200 US Highway 42
Prospect, KY 40059 

For more information please visit the project 
website at www.LinkingtheLoop.wordpress.com.



Monday, May 22
6-8 p.m.

Locust Grove
561 Blankenbaker Lane

40207
_____________________________________________________

Join us for the third and final public meeting focusing on the Ohio 
River Valley Northeast Segment of the Louisville Loop, connecting 

the City of Prospect and the Big Four bridge. Citizens are invited
to view exhibits and provide feedback on the plan.

What is the Louisville Loop?
What is the Ohio Valley Northeast Loop Project?

Why is this section of the Loop so important?

If you have more questions about the project, contact: 

502/574-7275  •  parks@louisvilleky.gov
linkingtheloop.wordpress.com

Ohio River Valley
Northeast Segment:
Prospect to Big Four









PUBLIC MEETING NO. 3 

May 22, 2017 
Thank you for attending the public meeting this evening. Please use 
this form to share your thoughts or ideas concerning the Ohio River 
Valley Northeast section of the Louisville Loop. 

Please use the back of this sheet for additional comments. 

Please return complete forms to the welcome table before you leave. 
If additional time is needed, you can scan and email your forms to 
linkingtheloop@tswdesigngroup.com. You may also mail your 
completed forms to Taylor Siefker Williams Design Group, 10 5. New 
Jersey Street, Suite 220, Indianapolis, IN 46204. 
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Please use the back of this sheet for additional comments. 
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linkingtheloop@tswdesigngroup.com. You may also mail your
completed forms to Taylor Siefker Williams Design Group, 10 S. New
Jersey Street, Suite 220, Indianapolis, IN 46204.
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Valley Northeast section of the Louisville loop. 
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Please use the back of this sheet for additional comment 
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Please return complete forms to the welcome table before you leave. 
If additional time is needed, you can scan and email your forms to 
linkingtheloop@tswdesigngroup.com. You may also mail your 
completed forms to Taylor Siefker Williams Design Group, 10 S. New 
Jersey Street, Suite 220, Indianapolis, IN 46204. 



WELCOME!
Please Sign In



ORVNE Notes February 10, 2015 

Focus Group 1:  

General Discussion 

• Safety is a major concern 

• Is the Loop route [wherever it may be] worth destroying historic properties? 

• Louisville Boat club has 3 entrances, could create conflicts with horses, bikes, pedestrians 

• Exercisers aren’t necessarily thinking about traffic concerns (potential danger) 

• Type-A cyclists don’t want to be on multi-use path 

• River Road needs help for Type-A cyclists 

• Cyclists really only ride on a few roads, River Road being one of them 

• Are we only discussing the Louisville Loop, meaning a path adjacent to the roadway? 

• Two separate issues exist, Loop issues and type-a cyclist issues 

• Crossing roadways should not be a hang up for potential corridors. 

• I would never let any of my kids on a path on River Road. 

• River Road is meant for a car 

• River Road is just as busy as US-42 

• There are close to 900 acres of historic properties throughout this area 

• The loop should avoid historic properties 

• Is the Indiana Route an alternative or not? 

• [Multi-use paths, maybe a specific one] have led to a 41% increase in crime including armed 

robbery and assault (source not available). 

• How does Louisville Metro Police Department Interact with the Louisville Loop? 

• Interurban is not an acceptable path. 

Table Discussion 

• Indian Hills Trail could be appropriate, along with portions of the interurban, river road and 

interstate right-of-way 

• Planning Team may need to display more East-West options 

• Commercial areas are a challenge due to entrance and exits as conflict points 

• I-71 Route reduces NEPA impacts “big time.”  

• I-71 issues relate to topography, how do you get up the hill? 

• Could be a possible easement amendment on property near the East End Bridge to help avoid 

River Road and other challenging alignments 

Focus Group 2:  

General Discussion 

• How do the State and Federal Governments intend to acquire land (A. not through eminent-

domain). 

• Rory McMahon – Owner of around 100 acres on River Road, willing to be a partner in trail 

development, interested in commercial re-zoning of property. 



• Is there already funding for land acquisition? 

• Larry Williams – “We must utilize the River while respecting stakeholders.” 

• Have we worked with Dan Jones (21st Century Parks) in an effort to help property acquisition? 

• River Road Type-A cyclist’s desire 40” of shoulder on both sides of River Road with exceptions at 

pinch points. 

• The LIFT (local options sales tax) could help this project a lot. 

• Can trail uses be limited in certain places (i.e. where space is not available the trail becomes an 

on-road facility versus a road adjacent multi-use path? 

• Shared use path is about dynamic connections for neighbors limiting uses limits overall 

effectiveness 

Table Discussion 

• Major MSD sewer line runs through the East End in this area, might make sense as a corridor 

option. (Can we map MSD easements?) 

• Team should make other planning documents available through this project website i.e. 

Greenway Plan. 

• Group member compared bikes in road and slowing traffic to a car stopping at train tracks while 

a train passes, not ideal but a part of where they chose to live. 

• The loop should touch many neighborhoods 

• Loop is a great way for people to travel to new neighborhoods 

• Route should stay as close to the River for as long as possible 

• Utilize public parks as much as possible 

 













FOCUS GROUP
JOIN THE DISCUSSION!
Ohio River Valley Northeast Segment of the Louisville Loop

If you are interested in providing 
additional input regarding the potential 
route for the Louisville Loop between 
Prospect and the Big Four Bridge join 
us for our final round of Focus Group 
Meetings. 
 

APRIL 15, 2015
AFTERNOON SESSION: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Prospect City Hall
9200 US Highway 42
Prospect, KY 40059 

EVENING SESSION: 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Clifton Center
2117 Payne Street
Louisville, KY  40206

For more information please visit the project website 
at www.LinkingtheLoop.wordpress.com or contact 
Louisville Metro Parks Project Manager Milana Boz at 
Milana.Boz@louisvilleky.gov 



ORVNE – Focus Group #3  

April 15, 2015  |  1-3 pm  @ Prospect City Hall 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

Planning team presented a summary of the 2nd round of public meetings  and what the purpose of the 

project of connecting the Louisville Loop were highlighted.  The planning team presented an overview of 

the three alternative routes that have been identified to date. 

 

OPEN DISCUSSION PERIOD: 

Initial discussion focused around the River Road cyclists problem. 

• Safety concerns – bicyclists problems with group rides 

• Issue and questions regarding not solving bicycle issue on River Road  - Why even do this project 

if it doesn’t solve the bicyclist issue.  Answer: clarification regarding what the Loop project is 

trying to achieve, and acknowledgement of another, separate project (independent of the Loop 

shared-use path project) that was looking at addressing the ‘A’ cyclists desires / 

accommodations on River Road. 

• Metro Parks volunteered to meet with individual property owners if they requested  

• Questions regarding imminent domain / use of easements.   Answer: Metro Parks referenced 

their policy regarding use of imminent domain wasn’t a tool they were using for the Louisville 

Loop areas. They do, however, coordinate and utilize various utility and/or government/quasi-

public easements on a variety of assignments, and do work with them as partners as individual 

project/needs arise. 

• Question regarding “Red Line” option on River Road, and how the connections will be made 

between the Interurban/River Road corridor.  Answer: it was noted that was part of what we 

needed to discuss in terms of which options makes most sense/was feasible etc. 

• Has the flooding been considered when determining a route alternative?  Answer: yes, but often 

the corridor  

• How wide in total width is the Loop Path?  Answer: 10’ typical shared-use path standard, with 

some flexibility as referenced in the Louisville Loop design standards.  Would there be a median 

in between?  Answer: No. 

• How would the route work on the bluff if the Interstate route (Blue Route) was selected?  The 

topography and the undergrowth seems to be prohibitive for accommodating the Loop route.  

Answer: there are some ways to engineer the route, if, in fact, that was deemed the best 

connection, but it was noted that there was significant challenges given the existing physical 

conditions. 

• Interurban route was then brought up as also having issues because it was private land and 

always flooded.  Answer: it was acknowledged that those are known issues, and would have to 

be sensitive to those issues if, in fact, that was deemed the best connection. 

• Has there been any discussion regarding lighting? Answer: unlikely there would be any lighting, 

except perhaps at a trailhead per the Louisville Loop design standards. 



• Are there any numbers regarding the cost of this project?  Answer: for federal projects, Metro 

Parks typically use $1M/mile with acknowledgements regarding other environmental, utility or 

engineering challenges that would impact costs.  No cost review has been completed at this 

level of study until more definite route alternative was identified. 

• It was brought up again that most of the Interurban is in private property.  Answer: that is 

known, but portions remained on the alternatives as many individuals still brought up that 

corridor as an option in some areas for the potential route (Red Route).  

• Comments were made that in the Upper River Road Corridor Management Plan, it was noted 

that there was a very strong desire to not use the Interurban Corridor as any kind of alternative 

for this type of facility/use.  Requested that the time and dollars spent on this effort should also 

be taken into account in this Loop project.  Answer: it was acknowledged that the input 

gathered as part of that study are being reviewed as part of the analysis of this project.  

• Individual property owners with private property who live on River Road and Interurban want to 

meet with Metro Parks to discuss the personal property rights and issues with the Loop in this 

area. 

• Is there a proposed timeline/completion date for the project?  Answer: no timeline has been 

identified, but Metro Parks typically uses a 6-7 year timeframe for these type of federal projects, 

so that could be utilized as a benchmark in terms of time.  The pedestrian facility on the East 

End Bridge might influence a quicker or accelerated timeframe for connections to this facility. 

 

An independent working session with two groups then began with specific discussions on each of the 

maps regarding potential routes / alternatives.  Comments after the individual break-out map 

discussions. 

 

  



ORVNE – Focus Group #4  

April 15, 2015  |  6-8 pm  @ Clifton Center 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

Planning team presented a summary of the 2nd round of public meetings  and what the purpose of the 

project of connecting the Louisville Loop were highlighted.  The planning team presented an overview of 

the three alternative routes that have been identified to date. 

 

OPEN DISCUSSION PERIOD: 

Initial discussion focused around the River Road cyclists problem. 

• Louisville Boat Club – what is the specific route (potential) around the boat club? Answer: route 

shown as (Red Line) is still up for discussion, and part of what the Focus Group discussion seeks 

to identify. 

• Interurban Corridor vs. River Road and how will those function or connect? Answer: Connections 

shown or illustrated are ones that have been identified in previous Focus Group or Public 

Meeting.   

• The Interurban and Private Roads (near boat club) are all private property, and will face strong 

opposition regarding having the Loop route in those areas.  There are concerns regarding safety 

/ crime if Interurban Route is utilized.   

• Request was made to summarize what the Louisville Loop is all about, typical dimensions, access 

standards, overall goals (connectivity) etc.  Answer: response was given that explained the 

typical standards and use characteristics of the Louisville Loop shared-use path. 

• Depending on where you build it / which route alternative is selected as the preferred route, the 

user mix would probably vary between recreational vs. commuter / utility users.  The 

conversations to date, has there been a differentiation of users groups  / types? Answer: 

acknowledged the cyclists comments regarding commuting on River Road, but there hasn’t been 

a focused / specific discussion regarding whether users prefer the Louisville Loop as a 

recreational vs. commuter/utility corridor.  By in large, the Louisville Loop is recreational, but 

once paths are constructed, they often become utility or transportation corridors because of the 

connections that they are making. 

• Will the more serious cyclists / commuter still utilize River Road anyway?  Answer: a Focus 

Group attendee spoke that as an individual, they would utilize the shared-use path, but when on 

a trail ride (groups) they will still utilize River Road in groups.   

• A comment was made regarding how some of the alternative routes may not be suitable to the 

‘B’ or ‘C’ cyclists because of the topography / hills that maybe some users won’t be able to use. 

• What is the conceptual schedule/timeline for beginning the project?  Answer: it is the desire to 

finish the planning process this year. Next steps depend on the preferred alternative that is 

identified.  Engineering and beyond has not been identified. 

• Is there a target for the next public meeting?  Answer: that has not been identified, but will be 

publicized and promoted on the public website etc. once that is finalized. 



• Could there be two route options?  Everyone wants River Road, so could do that corridor plus 

one of the other corridors as the preferred alternative(s). 

• How would you connect to Hills and Dales subdivision or provide entry points onto the Loop?  

Answer: there are some prototypical design standards identified as part of the Louisville Loop 

Design Guidelines, but specific connections / links have not been made on any of the alternative 

routes that have been identified to date. 

• If the River Road option is the preferred route, which side of the road would it be on?  Answer: 

specifics have not been identified regarding any alignment on the corridor. 

• Does the East End Bridge contain bike accommodations?  Answer: as currently understood, 

there is a 15’ multi-use path on the bridge (pedestrian/bicycle accommodations) that will need 

to be connected to the Loop. 

• Can you share what some of the negatives were that you heard earlier today regarding the 

various alignments?  Answer: highlighted individuals concerns regarding property issues and 

topographical challenges of some of the alternative routes identified to date. 

• Individual who lives on Brownsboro Road strongly supports the project and would like to see it 

on that corridor. 

 

An independent working session with two groups then began with specific discussions on each of the 

maps regarding potential routes / alternatives.  Comments after the individual break-out map 

discussions. 

 



Meetings with the property owners and communities: 
 

• Meeting with Mr Kunkle March 24, 2015 
Met with residents of Glenview, Sue Grafton, Steven Humphrey,   Ms. Kunkle, Dr. Knight, a few 
others. They told us that during the flood events residents who live along the River Road are 
using the interurban easement and taking private driveways to get to the bridge over I 
71.  Metro Parks showed the three alternative routes (A, B, and C). The group did not like route 
B  because it was on the steep cliffs along I-71. Some people from the group like the idea to 
covert interurban easement into the paved shared use path that could be an emergency route 
for people in the low elevation. The route A and C did not have much comments. 

• Meeting at Rivers Edge April 15, 2015 
Lisa attended a neighborhood meeting at Rivers Edge subdivision. She went over the Loop 
ORVNE project and discussed the potential opportunity for the residents. During the flood 
events this subdivision does not have an emergency exit, some residents do use the interurban 
easement to get to the private driveways to get the bridge over I71. There was another 
possibility discussed to create an emergency exit by paving the interurban and building the road 
connector to Blankenbaker Ln. Residents pointed out that the area along interurban does flood, 
the other concerns were the safety, garbage and other illicit activities at the back of the 
subdivision. (where they ok with the loop being at the front?) 
 

• Meeting at Riveara Beach June 15, 2015 
Lynette Schneider, the resident of Riveara Beach community organized the meeting and invited 
Metro Parks. Metro Parks gave an overview of the Loop project and we walked to the Riveara Dr 
to look at one of the possibilities of Loop connecting to Riveara Dr from the back side of the 
Boat Club. There is an existing road there that MSD uses to get to their facilities in the back of 
the Boat Club property. The majority of residents were opposing the Loop going through their 
streets. Although, there were a few residents who contacted us after the meeting and said that 
they would not opposed the Loop going through their community.  
 

• Meeting at 3600 Woodside Dr June 9, 2015 
A few residents along River Road invited Metro Parks to visit their small gatherings at Robbie 
Brown’s house. After Metro Parks gave the overview of the Louisville Loop project the group 
was expressing their concerns about the project. Most of the concerns were: privacy, safety, the 
tight right of way space between River Road and property owners along the road, the cultural 
and historic landscape of the area and shared use path and how it would blend together, 
vegetation and trees along River Road, no demand for the walking and bicycling facilities, they 
asked for some examples of the bike and pedestrian paths in similar communities.   
 

• Meeting with Ms Nash and Meme group June 24, 2015 
Ms. Nash hosted a small group of her neighbors and friends who live along River Road corridor. 
Lisa Hite and Milana Boz presented the overview of the Loop project and the group had 
discussion about various issues. In general the group had positive comments about the Loop and 
most concerns were about the safety.   
 

  



Comments from James Taylor – Jacob Taylor Neighborhood for the ORVNE Loop 
study: 
  

"Limit the increased traffic on Bass Road and parking at Hays Kennedy Park, and its 
subsequent impact on the James Taylor - Jacob School Neighborhood as a result of the 
Louisville Loop multi-use path connection between the Lewis and Clark Bridge/East End 
Crossing and Hays Kennedy Park. This plan recommends that the necessary trail head and 
parking lot be installed in a location outside of the James Taylor - Jacob School Neighborhood. 
It also recommends that the multi-use path follow the river along the north side (back) of the 
Louisville Water Company's property, and connect to Hays Kennedy Park as it meets the 
southern edge of the park and its existing walking path. The neighborhood plan suggests two 
strategies to achieve this recommendation below, in order of priority: 
Preferred Strategy 1: Explore the potential of acquiring property on the north side of River Road 
near the Lewis and Clark Bridge, which will provide a site for the Louisville Loop multi-use path 
trail head and associated parking lot, and connect to the multi-use path along the north side of 
the Louisville Water Company's property. 
 
Preferred Strategy 2: If Preferred Strategy 1 is not feasable, consider the installation of the 
Louisville Loop multi-use path trail head and associated parking lot on the Louisville Water 
Company property, and connect to the multi-use path along the north side of the Louisville 
Water Company's property (not along the Jacob School Road side of the property)." 

 
  
   
 




